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In In the Moon of Red Ponies, Billy Bob Holland discovers that jail cells have revolving doors and

the bad guys are back and aching for revenge. Johnny American Horse is a young activist for land

preservation and the rights of Native Americans. He is charged with the murder of two mysterious

men, who recently tried to kill Johnny, or at least scare him off his political causes. Billy Bob

discovers a web of intrigue surrounding the case and its players: Johnny's girlfriend, Amber Finley,

seems as reckless as she is defiant; Darrel McComb, a Missoula police detective who is obsessed

with Amber; and Seth Masterson, an enigmatic government agent, who makes Billy Bob wonder

why Washington is so concerned with an obscure murder case on the fringes of the Bitterroot

Mountains. As the dead bodies multiply, Billy Bob is drawn closer to the truth behind Johnny

American Horse's arrest, and discovers a greater danger to himself and to his whole family.
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With his recent mystery novel, Burke is back! The last book I read by this author was The Last Car

to Elysian Fields, a Dave Robicheaux novel, which I found a disappointment, to say the least. I was

afraid the author had fallen victim to his publisher's pressure to produce more novels than his talent

could bear, as has happened with so many in this genre of late. I am happy to say that this talented

writer has produced the kind of work that made me a fan in the first place. It's not so much the wild

assortment of eccentric characters or the plot that so deftly layers complicated social issues, but the

surety with which the author writes.A good novelist tells a story, one that can inform and educate the

reader on the vagaries of human nature. In this Montana-based suspense/mystery, filled with



eccentric personalities, government drones and truly wicked people, Burke tackles the nature of

good and evil. More specifically, the way the two intermingle in support of a cause, blurring the lines

of what is acceptable behavior in achieving a goal, the age-old conundrum of whether the end

justifies the means. Add in a liberal dose of the Patriot Act in law enforcement and the ubiquitous

government agencies are involved in areas formerly restricted to them.Burke constructs a folksy tale

of honorable men versus miscreants in a setting as close to the primitive origins of the West as is

possible to find today. Like the clever populist nursery rhymes of old England, political tracts in the

guise of children's stories, Burke cloaks his morality play in the costumes of cowboys, FBI agents

and mercenaries. When Billy Bob Holland, attorney and ex-Texas Ranger, undertakes the defense

of a local Indian, Johnny American Horse, the case appears simple.
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